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INTRODUCTION 
Starting with the classic work of Ying and Truell [1], the scattering of a plane elastic 
wave by an isolated elastic sphere embedded in an unbounded medium has been studied in 
great detail. Similarly, the propagation of an effective elastic wave in an elastic matrix 
containing a random or periodic distribution of inclusions has received considerable 
attention. By comparison, an intennediate level of microstructure - a single layer of 
inclusions in an elastic matrix - has received very little attention. Apart from the fact that 
this problem is worth studying in its own right because of its inherent value as a canonical 
problem in elastodynamics of materials with a microstructure, it has applications in 
geophysics and quantitative nondestructive evaluation. 
So far as we know, all of the work done concerning this problem has been theoretical 
in nature, and much of it has been done by Achenbach and his co-workers at Northwestern 
University. They calculated reflection and transmission coefficients for a variety of 
periodically arranged scatterers: through-cracks [2], inclined screens [3], a doubly periodic 
array of cavities [4,5] and cracks [6]. In addition, the case of a random distribution of 
penny-shaped cracks was considered by [7]. For the case of solid inclusions, the numerical 
results were presented only for the case where the density of the matrix and the inclusion 
are equal [8]. Recently, Kinra et al. [9] reported a measurement of the propagation of a 
plane longitudinal wave through a random or a periodic layer of spherical inclusions (lead, 
steel, and glass). The most prominent feature of the transmission spectra, for the random as 
well as the periodic layer, was the excitation of the rigid-body-resonance of the particles. In 
the case of the periodic composites, the transmission spectra were characterized by at least 
one additional resonance that could be unambiguously attributed to the lattice periodicity. 
In the present work we give interpretation of the measured spectra in tenns of the 
lattice resonances. We use glass spheres because the scattering-cross-section spectrum of a 
glass sphere is very smooth, i.e., it does not exhibit any pronounced resonances. At lattice 
resonance frequencies, standing shear waves are set up in the plane of the lattice. Using a 
shear-wave transducer, these mode-converted shear waves were measured along certain 
lattice-symmetry directions. The resonances observed in the shear-wave spectra corroborate 
those observed in the reflection, the transmission, and the energy-loss spectra. An 
examination of the time domain data provides further corroboration of these results. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. I. The experimental procedures 
for specimen preparation, measurement of the transmission coefficient and the constituent 
properties were detailed in [9]. For the measurement of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, the specimen is immersed in water between a matched pair ofPanametrics 
broadband piezoelectric transducers with a center-frequency of2.25 MHz. All signals are 
collected with a sampling interval of2 ns. In order to minimize systematic errors, four neat 
reference specimens with no inclusions (three for transmission and one for reflection) were 
also manufactured using exactly identical procedures (i.e., the same batch of resin and 
hardener mixture, same curing temperature and time, etc. ). The transmission spectrum, 
HT*( co), was measured by deconvolving the FFT of an incident wave transmitted through a 
layer of inclusions with respect to the FFT of the same incident wave transmitted through a 
neat reference specimen. The reference signal in reflection was obtained as follows. A 
reference specimen was cut into two equal halves, and the cut surfaces were polished to a 
mirror finish. A thin annular aluminum spacer was inserted between the two halves, and the 
two were joined with a water-tight seal, leaving a layer of air trapped between the halves. 
The reflection from the interior traction-free, polyester/air interface provided the reference 
signal H·R(co). The FFT of the signal reflected from the layer of spheres was deconvolved 
with respect to the FFT of the reference signal. Note that both signals undergo (1) a 
transmission through a water/polyester interface, (2) spend the same amount of time in the 
matrix during their round-trip, and (3) a transmission through the polyester/water interface 
on the way back; all three events are cancelled during deconvolution. 
Cylindrical specimens, 50.8 mm (2 inch) in diameter, 7 cm long, containing a layer of 
identical glass spheres (1.12 mm in diameter, 1.85 mg mass, Medizin und Labortechnik) in 
a polyester matrix [10] were manufactured. With an area fraction of inclusions, Ar = 0.14, 
two specimens were manufactured which were exactly identical in all other respects except 
that in the first the spheres were distributed in a random manner, whereas in the second 
they were arranged in a periodic (square) array; in the latter case Ar = 0.14 corresponds to 
an inter-particle distance d = 2.63 mm. Thus the difference in the acoustic response of the 
two specimens may be unequivocally attributed to the lattice structure. 
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Figure I. Schematic of the experimental 
apparatus. 
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Figure 2. Position of shear-wave 
transducers with respect to the square 
crystal lattice of particles 
o 
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Table 1. Acoustic properties of the constituents. 
Material a CL Cs P a L.T @ IMHz (nun) (mm/~s) (mm/~s) (g/cm3) (nepers/cm) 
Polyester NA 2.49±0.01 1.18±0.04 1.22±0.01 0.17±0.04 (L) 0.35±0.1 (T) 
Lead 1.2 2.21 0.86 11.3 0.l3 
Steel 1.17 5.94 3.2 7.8 Negligible 
Glass 1.12 5.66 3.3 2.49 Negligible 
Tungsten carbide 0.49 6.66 3.98 15.6 Negligible 
The acoustical properties of several neat polyester specimens were measured using 
high-precision measurement procedures detailed in [11]. For a particular specimen, the 
precision (reproducibility) in measuring CL, CT, and p was found to be 0.Ql %, 0.1 %, and 
0.1 %, respectively, where CL is the longitudinal wave speed, CT is the shear wave speed, 
and p is the mass density. For the three neat specimens tested, the mean ± the largest 
variations between the specimens are presented in Table 1 along with data for the particle 
materials. As expected, the attenuation in the matrix material, a , was found to vary linearly 
with frequency in the range, 0.2 MHz- 4 MHz. Unfortunately, the variation in a from 
sample to sample was relatively large: a= 1.7±0.4 nepers/nun at 1 MHz. Therefore, the 
matrix attenuation in a composite specimen may be quite different from the matrix 
attenuation in a reference specimen. In [9] we observed that the resonant frequencies were 
highly reproducible in spite of this systematic error. 
As will be seen, at lattice-resonant frequencies standing shear waves (or, equivalently, 
a pair of shear waves travelling in the opposite directions) are set up within the plane of the 
particles. In order to detect these waves, flats surfaces were machined where the plane of 
the particles intersects the lateral surface of the cylinder, along five symmetry directions, 
namely, e = 0, 26.5, 45, 63.5 and 90 degrees, where a-is measured counterclockwise from 
the x-axis (see Fig. 2). Direct-contact shear-wave transducers with a center-frequency of 
2.25 MHz and a crystal diameter of 12.6 mm were cemented to the specimen using a thin 
layer of a shear-wave couplant supplied by Sonotech Inc. Since the shear waves are not 
planar, their amplitude (which depends upon the distance between the center of the 
specimen and the location of the transducer) has little significance. It follows that the well-
known (and rather difficult) problem of shear-wave coupling is of no concern to us here. 
LATTICE RESONANCE 
In the presentation of our experimental results, we will find it convenient to use some 
well known concepts in Materials Science [14] and Solid State Physics [I5]. A line 
drawing of a square crystal lattice, together with a set of x-y coordinates, is shown in Fig.2; 
the z axis is oriented along the axis of the cylinder and particles are located at positions x = 
t,d, and y = ~d, where t, and ~ are integer numbers. Five crystal directions, [1 0], [2 1], 
[1 1], [1 2], and [0 1] are indicated by the use of Miller indices [14,15]. A negative 
direction is indicat~ by placing a neg~tive sign over the corresponding index. The group of 
directions, [1 0], [ 1 0], [01], and [0 1], are known as the equivalent directions, and this 
group of directions is denoted by a pair of braces {I O}. 
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The fact that the infinite lattice is insonified by a normally incident plane longitudinal 
wave implies translation symmetry of the problem. As a result, the scattering field should 
be exactly the same at all points defined by a translation of an integer number of d in the 
x-y plane, that is in all points with coordinates (x + t:,d, y + ~d, z), where x, y, and z are fixed 
and t:" ~ are integer variables. The most convenient representation of the scattered field in 
this case is a sum of plane waves: Aj expi(k/ -llJt), where r is radius vector and k is 
ether the longitudinal wave-vector kL or the shear wave-vector kr' respectively. The 
requirement of equal phase at (x+ t:,d, y+ ~d, z) applies the following restriction on the x-y 
components of k: 
le..t:,d + ky~d = 21tN where N = 0, ±1, ... (1). 
Integer variables t:, and ~ are independent. Therefore by alternatively choosing (t:,,~) = (1.0) 
and (0.1) equation (1) yields two separate equations for Ie.. and ky: 
where n, m = 0, ±1, ... (2). 
Equation (2), defines reciprocal lattice in the x-y plane with the elementary cell size 
equal to d/21t similar to [15]. For the simple cubic (square) lattice, the unit vectors of the 
reciprocal lattice coincide with the unit vectors of the crystal lattice. Integer numbers n and 
m define the direction of wave propagation and its frequency: 
f 211: = k = 211: 'n 2 + m2 " 0 1 (3), 'V m, n = ,± '''. 
c d 
At a frequency defined by (3), scattering waves propagate in the plane of particles. 
Since the scattered waves arrive at each particles in phase with their motion, it is possible 
to have strong resonance interaction between particles, even in the case of relatively weak 
scatterers such as glass particles [16]. 
Consider the scattering of a time-harmonic plane longitudinal wave by an isolated 
elastic sphere of radius a embedded in an unbounded matrix. Following [12], a normalized 
scattering cross-section, YN' is defined as the total energy scattered by the sphere divided by 
the energy incident in a pencil of radius a. For four materials of interest, YN is shown in 
Fig.3, where kL is the longitudinal wave-number in the matrix material, and fis the 
frequency in MHz. In order to give the reader a feel for the magnitude of the frequencies 
involved, here a is taken to be 0.56 mm, which is the mean radius of the glass spheres. 
The first peak, which is the dominant feature of the spectra of the three heavy 
inclusions, corresponds to the rigid-body resonance of the sphere. (To ensure that this peak 
is indeed due to the rigid-body resonance, following calculations were performed. The 
stiffness of the inclusion was gradually increased to very large values. The undulations in 
YN beyond the first peak were found to gradually disappear leaving behind the spectrum of a 
rigid sphere.) Next, for a time-harmonic plane longitudinal wave incident upon a rigid 
inclusion, Mow [13] calculated the displacement of the center of the rigid sphere 
normalized with respect to the displacement at the same point produced by the same 
incident wave in a neat matrix in the absence of the sphere. Using Mow's analysis, we 
calculated the frequency at which the relative displacement was the largest; these are 
indicated by the diamond symbols in Fig. 3. 
Consider the shear waves propagated in the plane of the particles. Shear waves and 
particles movement are both polarized in the z direction. At lattice resonance, particles will 
receive excitation from their neighbors, thus reinforcing their motion. 
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Figure 3. Normalized scattering cross-
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Figure 4. Reflection and transmission 
coefficients for the random and periodic 
layers of glass particles. 
The reflection and transmission coefficients for the random and periodic glass 
composites are plotted in Fig. 4. Consistent with the scattering cross-section of a single 
sphere, the spectra for the random composite do not exhibit any extrema. Thus the exrtema 
in the periodic composite may be unambiguously attributed to the lattice periodicity. Let 
us, introduce a normalized frequency Q = dI'A.r = krd/2n. Then, at resonance, Q = (m2+n2)1I2. 
These frequencies for the first four shear resonances are indicated by broken vertical lines. 
The first two resonances are clearly visible, and the next two are barely discernible. For 
completeness, the frequencies of the higher shear resonances are indicated by the diamond 
symbol on the Q-axis, and those of the longitudinal resonances by dots on the f-axis. 
The phase spectrum of the reflected longitudinal wave is shown in Fig. S. It is well 
known that a resonance is accompanied by a sharp change in the phase. Therefore, it is 
reassuring to observe that there are no sharp phase changes in the case of the random 
composite. For the periodic layer a very sharp change in the phase may be seen at the 
frequencies corresponding to the {I O} and {II} resonances. 
A cursory examination of the {I O} resonance in Fig.4 might suggest that the energy 
missing in the transmission spectrum manifests itself in the reflection spectrum. The 
spectrum of the energy loss (E = I - H/ - HR2) is shown in Fig. 6. In the case of the random 
composite, once again, there are no extrema. Consistent with the scattering cross-section of 
an isolated glass sphere the amount of scattered energy increases monotonically with 
frequency. In an assumption that there is no interaction between particles, then the energy 
loss is merely the sum of energy scattered by all the particles E = ArYN 12. The results of 
such a calculation are marked as SSA in Fig. 6. In the case of the periodic composite, there 
are sharp peaks at the first two resonant frequencies. We offer a plausible conjecture for the 
existence of these peaks. As a broad band pulse strikes a periodic layer, a certain amount of 
energy is extracted from the incident pulse and used to excite the standing shear waves. 
There are two plausible sources of dissipation of this trapped energy. First, the matrix is 
more dissipative in shear and near a resonance, the matrix undergoes a significant shear 
deformation. Second, as is well known, a standing wave is equivalent to a pair of waves 
traveling in opposite directions. The diameter of the transducers used is 2S.4 mm, and that 
of the plane of inclusions is SO.8mm. Now consider the 2S.4 rnm diameter circular area 
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Figure 8. The spectrum of the converted 
shear wave in the [1 1] and [2 1] directions. 
where the lattice is insonofied by the beam. At an interior point we have a pair of waves 
traveling in opposite directions. However, at the circular edge, there will be an outgoing 
shear wave, but no corresponding incoming shear wave. This provides a plausible 
mechanism by which energy is transported out of the lattice. 
In order to test the foregoing conjectures, we designed the following experiment. As 
shown in Fig. 2, a flat surface, large enough to accommodate a shear transducer, was 
machined on the lateral (cylindrical) surface of the specimen normal to the following 
directions: [1 0], [2 1], [1 1], [1 2],and [0 1]. The polarization of the receiving shear 
transducer was aligned along the z axis. Measurements along the [1 0] and [0 1] directions 
are shown in Fig. 7. All shear spectra have been normalized with respect to peak amplitude 
of a spectrum in the [1 0] direction. In these directions the resonances are predicted at n = 
n (integer). The first four (or five) resonances are quite discernible. For comparison 
purposes, the reflection spectrum is reproduced from Fig. 4. There is an excellent 
corroboration between the resonant frequencies of the {I O} and {2,0} resonances in the 
reflection and shear spectra. This provides a valuable experimental evidence supporting the 
conjecture made earlier that the first two resonances in Fig.4 are due to shear waves in the 
lattice. Returning to Fig. 7, it is equally ( if not more) important to note the absence of the 
shear wave in the [l 0] direction between the resonant frequencies, where the kinematic 
condition for the excitation of a standing shear wave in the lattice is not met. 
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Next, the shear wave measurements along the [1 1] direction are plotted in Fig. 8. 
There is a sharp peak corresponding to the {II} resonance whose frequency agrees very 
well with that of the {I I} resonance in the reflection spectrum. Conversely, there is a 
discernible peak corresponding to the {2 2} resonance; however, the corresponding peak in 
the reflection spectrum is not discernible, probably because the {3 O} and {2 2} resonances 
coalesce. The shear wave measurements along the [2 1] direction are also plotted in Fig. 8. 
The first resonance is predicted at Q = "5; there is a sharp peak at that frequency. The 
second resonance {4 2}, at Q = 2"5 is barely discernible. Due to the constraint imposed by 
the symmetry of the incident wave, the scattered shear wave cannot have a displacement 
component in the x-y plane. To test this hypothesis, the shear wave transducer was 
mounted with its polarization direction coincident with the circumferential direction at each 
of the five faces indicate in Fig. 2. As expected, only noise was observed. 
We now tum our attention to the time-domain data seeking further corroboration for 
our observations. Five traces are shown in Fig. 9; the portion of the traces that is inside the 
boxes has been vertically magnified by a factor often. The incident pulse transmitted 
through a reference (neat polyester) specimen is shown in (a); in spite of the magnification, 
note a lack of activity. In the response of the random composite beyond the main pulse, 
there is no significant signal in either the transmitted (b) or the reflected (d) pulse. The 
acoustic response of the periodic composite, on the other hand, exhibits a significant 
amount of activity past the main pulse in both transmission (c) and reflection ( e). For 
completeness, we took an FFT of just the tail of the reflected pulse (e) . The peak-
frequencies closely resembled those of the reflected spectrum in Fig. 4. 
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The time-domain data obtained with the shear-wave transducer is shown in Fig. 10. 
Each trace has been normalized with respect to its own maximum amplitude. Perhaps the 
most striking feature of these traces is that whereas the incident pulse is about 2f.ls long (see 
Fig.9a), these traces last longer than 30 f.lS. We offer the following plausible explanation for 
this observation. As the broad band incident pulse strikes the periodic layer, a certain 
amount of energy is taken out of the incident pulse and used to excite a number of lattice 
resonances. After the passage of the main pulse, the lattice continues to undergo damped 
natural vibrations at these resonant frequencies, radiating shear waves within the x-y plane, 
and longitudinal waves in the ± z directions. The time period of the fundamental resonance 
in the [1 0], [1 1], and [2 1] directions is, respectively, 2.14 f.lS, 1.51 f.ls, and 0.96 f.ls. These 
agree remarkably well with the peak-spacing (past the initial transients) in traces (a), (b), 
and (c), respectively. 
CONCLUSION 
The excitation of lattice resonances in a periodic (square) lattice of identical glass 
spheres in an polyester matrix is studied. A total of six resonances are identified that can be 
unambiguously attributed to the lattice periodicity. 
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